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§ 120.1708

continues to qualify to be a Pool Originator pursuant to this subpart may initiate the formation of a Pool. The Pool
Originator creates the Pool subject to
Program Rules and Regulations, including the parameters set forth in the
Guide, and SBA approval.
(b) Adjustment of Pool requirements.
SBA may adjust the Pool characteristics periodically based on program experience and market conditions and
will publish a revised version of the
Guide in the FEDERAL REGISTER to implement such adjustments. Any such
adjustments shall not affect Pools
formed prior to the adjustment.
(c) When the Pool Originator is the Seller. When a Pool Originator proposes to
form a Pool involving a Pool Loan it
owns, it must execute the First Lien
Position 504 Loan Pool Guarantee
Agreement as Pool Originator and as
Seller and, consequently, will be subject to all applicable Program Rules
and Regulations pertaining to both
roles.
(d) When the Pool Originator does not
own the Pool Loan. When a Pool Originator proposes to form a Pool involving a Pool Loan it does not own, it
must purchase the Loan Interest it
proposes to pool from a Seller that
owns the whole Pool Loan and that has
the servicing rights. The Pool Originator must purchase the Loan Interest
and take it into inventory or settle the
purchase of the Loan Interest through
the CSA concurrently with the formation of the Pool. The entity selling the
Loan Interest to the Pool Originator
must execute the First Lien Position
504 Loan Pool Guarantee Agreement as
Seller and, consequently, will be subject to all applicable Program Rules
and Regulations pertaining to a Seller.
The Pool Originator must also execute
the First Lien Position 504 Loan Pool
Guaranty Agreement.
(e) What CSA must receive prior to Pool
formation. Before the CSA may carry
out its responsibilities relating to the
formation of a Pool, it must receive:
(1) From the Pool Originator: A properly completed First Lien Position 504
Loan Pool application form, First Lien
Position 504 Loan Guarantee Agreement, and any other documentation
which SBA may require, if applicable;
and

(2) All cost reimbursement due and
payable to the CSA prior to Pool formation owed by the Participants participating in the formation of the Pool.
§ 120.1706 Pool Originator’s retained
interest in Pool.
The Pool Originator must retain an
ownership interest in any Pool it has
formed that is equal to at least 5% of
the aggregate of the total outstanding
principal balance of each Pool Loan
with a Loan Interest in the Pool as calculated at the time of Pool formation.
Such interest will decline with Loan
Interest payments, prepayments, defaults and any other early termination.
At Pool formation, the CSA will issue
the Pool Originator a Pool Originator
Receipt evidencing the Pool Originator’s retained interest in the Pool. The
Pool Originator may not sell, pledge,
participate, or otherwise transfer its
Pool Originator Receipt or any interest
therein for the life of the Pool.
§ 120.1707
est.

Seller’s retained Loan Inter-

The Seller must retain a 15% or
greater Loan Interest in each of its
loans included in a Pool. At Pool formation, the CSA will issue the Seller a
Seller Receipt evidencing the Seller’s
retained ownership in the Pool Loan.
With SBA’s written permission, the
Seller may sell the Seller Receipt and
Servicing Retention Amount in whole,
but not in part, to a single entity at
one time. The Seller may not sell less
than 100% of the Seller Receipt and
Servicing Retention Amount, and may
not sell a participation interest in any
portion of any of its Pooled loans. In
addition, in order to complete such
sale, Seller must have the purchaser of
its rights to the Pool Loan execute the
First Lien Position 504 Loan Pool
Guarantee Agreement as Seller and deliver the executed original to the CSA.
§ 120.1708

Pool Certificates.

(a) SBA Guarantee of Pool Certificates.
SBA guarantees to a Pool Investor the
timely payment of principal and interest installments and any prepayment
or other recovery of principal to which
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